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§ 0.1. Introduction 

The aim of this note is to study quadratic equations for abelian 
surfaces embedded in P7 by a linear system coming from a (2, 4)-polariza
tion. 

The motivation was the work of Adler-van Moerbeke [AMI, AM2] 
and Haine [H] on certain cases of geodesic flow on SOC 4) leading to 
integrable Hamiltonian systems. The integration of these systems takes 
place on affine complete intersection surfaces in Ce, which are affine parts 
of abelian surfaces. Of course, when extended to Po these surfaces must 
be singular at infinity, because abelian surfaces are not simply-connected 
and therefore cannot be projective complete intersections. So it is quite 
interesting to understand what makes the affine surfaces complete inter
sections, and perhaps to look for a classification of all such examples, 
which at the moment is quite obscure. 

The case to be treated here, case I from [AM2], was first understood 
geometrically by Mumford [MS]: The smooth complete model A of the 
surface lies in P7 the hyperplane sections providing it with a (2, 4)-polari
zation. A is then projected to Pe with singularities arising only along 
a hyperplane. Haine [H] has shown that A in P7 is described by six 
quadratic equations. Haine also identified A as Prym variety for a 
double cover D....,.E, D of genus 3, E elliptic, which naturally arises from 
the geometry of the quadratic equations. He obtained this result by 
computing period matrices. 

In this note we apply Mumford's technique of the Heisenberg group 
[EDAV]. Its symmetries almost completely determine the quadratic 
equations for A CP7• In fact, in the space of all quadratic polynomials 
there are three particular 4-dimensional representation spaces for this 
group, each consisting of two copies of a 2-dimensional representation. 
The 6-dimensional space of quadrics vanishing on A turns out to be a 
sum of three isotypical components, one in each of the three 4-dimen
sional spaces. The choice of the three isotypical components means the 
introduction of three projective parameters AJ: pjo the three moduli of A. 
These three parameters are analysed carefully and it is proven that they 
belong to an abelian surface if and only if for j 1=- k = 1, 2, 3 

AJ/PJ1=- ±Ak/Pk or ±Pk/Ak· 

The coarse moduli space of our abelian surfaces (with level structure) 
thus is identified with an open set in Pl X Pl X Pl. Under the simultaneous 
embedding the 2-torsion points have nontrivial monodromy, so we do 
not obtain a fine moduli space in this way. 

Haine's isomorphism A=Prym (D/E) is reduced to standard geo-
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metric constructions: In the space P5 parametrizing quadrics through A 
there appears the Kummer variety KV of the dual surface AV parametriz
ing (in general) all quadrics of rank <4. Raine's curve E lies on KV, 
and D parametrizes the pencils of P 5'S contained in these quadrics. In 
the usual way (Reid, Tyurin, Beauville) associating with p E D the class 
in Pic(A)=Av of the pencil on A cut out by the P5's, one obtains a 
geometric map D~Av. That this map induces an isomorphism of 
Prym(DfE) with A (and not AV) is a fairly general property of genus-3 
curves D contained in abelian surfaces. This is shown in Section 1, 
where it is also observed that these curves D are exactly the curves 
admitting a 2:1 map onto an elliptic curve. (This is very obvious, but I 
do not know a reference.) 

This paper is quite lengthy, the reasoning is sometimes very explicit 
and never very deep. But I hope that it can be used as reference for 
abelian surfaces with (1, 2)-polarization. Almost all the theory of abelian 
varieties deals with principal polarizations. From a geometric point of 
view, however, those varieties deserve the most attention, which have the 
simplest geometric realisations, i.e., lowest degree of the embedding 
projective space, preferably quadratic equations. I do not know, whether 
from this point of view principally polarized surfaces are simpler than 
those considered here. 

Convention. The base field (denoted by k) of course has to be 
algebraically closed. Usually it suffices for my purpose that its charac
teristic does not divide some obvious integers. But at a few points I use 
transcendental arguments. So it is safer to put k=C. 

§ 0.2. Polarizations 

This section serves two purposes: to recall some basic facts on 
abelian varieties from [EDA V] and at the same time to introduce some 
notation. 

By an abelian variety I do not mean a group (with a distinguished 
origin) but a homogeneous space A, on which its translation group T(A) 
acts. The action of t E T(A) is denoted by x>--+tx. For dEN, by TiA) 
we denote the d-torsion subgroup of TCA). The dual variety of A is AV: = 
PicO(A), the group of line bundles on A, algebraically equivalent to zero. 

Now let 2 be an ample line bundle on A. Associated with 2 we 
have the following objects: 

1. A finite group T(2) = {t E T(A): t * 2::::::: 2}. The isogeny T(A) 
~Av, t>--+2- 1tg;t* 2, with kernel T(A) is called the polarization defined 
by 2. 
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2. A group G(£') of bundle automorphisms of £', which consists 
of liftings i of translations t E T(£,), see [EDA V, p. 289]. It fits into an 
exact sequence 

l-+k*-+G(£')-+ T(£,)-+O. 

3. A skew-symmetric bilinear form e:l' on T(£,) with values in k*. 
It is defined as follows: For t l , t2 E T(£,) let il> 12 E G(£') be liftings. 
Then e:l'(tl> t2): = M21111;1. 

4. A representation of G(£') on the vector space HO(£,). 
Now fix a T2(A)-orbit on A (consisting of 22dimA points) and denote 

by t the involution of A having exactly these points as fixed points. The 
bundle £' is called symmetric, if t* £'':::.£'. In this case we can consider 
the extended translation group ET(£,)=T(£')><J(t), the extended auto
morphism group EG(£'), which again is a central k*-extension of ET(£'), 
and the representation of EG(£') on HO(£,). 

All these objects were identified by Mumford [EDAV] as follows: 
1. T(£,) is of the form KffiK, where K denotes the dual group 

Homz(K, k*) of K [EDA V, Theorem 1, p. 293]. Let dl> .. " dk E N be 
the elementary divisors of K, i.e., K':::.K':::.Zd,ffi·· ·ffiZdk and dildi+ 1 for 
i=l, "', k-1. Then 

0=1, ",,1, dl , •• ,dk 
'-----v---" dim(AJ-k 

is called the type of £' (or of the polarization). 
2. G(£') is isomorphic to the Heisenberg group G(o) defined as 

follows: As a set, G(o) =k* X KX K. On this set the group law is 

(a, t, I)(a', t', I')=(a.a' .I'(t), t+t', 1+1') 

[EDAV, Corollary of Theorem 1]. 
3. It follows now that 

e:l'((tl' II)' (t2' 12» = 12(t1)/II(t2). 

In particular e.'l?«tl' 0), (0, 12»=/2(t1) is the natural pairing KXK--,;k*. 
4. The representation of G(£') on HO(£,) is isomorphic to the 

Schroedinger representation of G(o) defined as follows: Let yeo) be the 
vector space of all k-valued functions on K=Zd,ffi· .. ffiZdk' On Yeo) 
the group G(o) acts by 

«a, t, l)f)(x) =a . I (x) f(t + x), f E yeo) 

[EDA V, Proposition 3 on p. 295 and Theorem 2 on p. 2971. 
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Notice that the type 0 of 2' determines the self-intersection 

hence by Riemann-Roch we have 

hoe 2') = ~ 2'dim A = dt • •••• dk , 

n! 

and this is just the dimension of yeo). 
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If 2' is symmetric, l can be lifted to an involution z on 2'. The 
bundle 2' is called totally symmetric, if z acts in the same way over all 
fixed points of l, i.e., if we may assume Z 12' a = + 1 for all a E A in the 
distinguished Tz(A)-orbit. If, e.g., 2'~.it0z with symmetric .it, then 2' 
clearly is totally symmetric. If 2' is totally symmetric, the isomorphism 
G(2')~G(o) can be chosen in such a way that for all g=(a, t, I) 

19l=(a, -t, -I) 

[EDAV, Remark 2, p. 318]. So EG(2')~EG(o), where EG(o)=G(o)XZz 
as a set, with the group structure defined by the formula above. And the 
representation of EG(2') on HO(2') is equivalent to the representation of 
EG(o) on Yeo) obtained from the Schroedinger representation, by letting 
l act as 

(zf)(x)=f( -x), f E Yeo) 

see [EDA V, Inverse formula, p.331]. 

§ 1. Polarizations of type (1, 2) 

1.1. Divisors defining the polarization 
Let A be an abelian surface. Several times we shall use the follow

ing simple: 

(1.1) Lemma. /fC, DcA are curves with C·D=O, then C='L,Ei , 

D= 'L, F j , where the Ei , FjcA are elliptic curves, all algebraically equi
valent to each other. 

Proof It suffices to consider the case that C and D are irreducible. 
After applying a translation to D we may assume C n D *- rp. This implies 
C=D, because C-D>O otherwise. Now CZ=O implies that C has 
arithmetical genus 1, so C is elliptic, because A does not contain rational 
curves. 0 
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Next let 2 be some ample line bundle on A with self-intersection 
2·2 = 4. The polarization defined by 2 necessarily is of type (1, 2). 
Since hO(2) =2, there are effective divisors defining 2. The following is 
a complete list of curves D with D 2 =4, that can lie on an abelian surface: 

(1.2) Table of curves D with D2=4: 
a) smooth connected of genus 3, 
b) irreducible of geometric genus 2, with one double point, 
c) E+Fwith E, F elliptic and E·F=2, 
d) E+FI +F2 with E, FI , F2 elliptic and E·Fk=l, FI ·F2=O. 

Proof(That this list is complete). If D is smooth, then D is con
nected by (1.1) and g(D) = 3 by the adjunction formula. If D is irreduc
ible but not smooth, then its normalisation D cannot be rational or 
elliptic, so g(D) =2 and D has exactly one double point. 

If D=E+Fis reducible, then E·F>O by (1.1). From 

~E2+~F2+E.F=2 
2 2 

we find that 
-either E·F=2, E 2=P=O. So E, F are irreducible elliptic (case c) 

or one of them is reducible (case d) 
-or E·F=1 and say E2=1, F 2=O. Then Fis irreducible elliptic and 

under A~A/F the curve E is projected onto the elliptic curve A/F 
with degree 1. Then necessarily E splits into two elliptic curves, 
one meeting F and one disjoint with F. This leads to type d. 0 

Notice that in case c) the surface A admits an isogeny onto a product 
of elliptic curves and that the polarization of A is the pull-back of the 
principal product polarization. 

In case d) the surface A itself is a product Ex F with 2 = (!) .lE + 2F) 
and the polarization is a product polarization. This case leads to so 
many exceptions that from now on we take: 

(1.3) Assumption. The line bundle 2 is not isomorphic to some 
(!) iE + 2F) of type d. 

1.2. The pencil 121 on A 
Let 2 be as in 1.1. By Riemann-Roch hO(2) =(22)/2=2, so 121 is 

a pencil. Table (1.2) and Assumption (1.3) imply: 

(1.4) The pencil 121 has no fixed component. In particular (by 
Bertini's theorem), its general member is irreducible. 
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The translation group T(2)z.Z2XZZ has order 4. The base of the 
pencil 121 is invariant under T(2) and consists of at most 2 2 =4 points. 
This proves: 

(1.5) The base locus ofl21 consists offour distinct points e1, • ", e4 
forming some T(2)-orbit. No curve De 121 is singular at one of these 
base points (because then 2· D > 5), hence the general Del 21 is smooth 
(Bertini). 

Notice, however, that 121 always contains singular curves too: The 
surface obtained from A by blowing up el , •• " e4 has Euler number 4. 
If all Del 2 1 were smooth, by [BPV, III Proposition 11.3] this Euler 
number would equal e(P1)· e(D) = - 8, a contradiction. 

If D=E+Fe 121 is a curve of type c), not all the four points 
el> .. " e4 can lie on E: In this case tE=E, tF*F for some t e T(2), 
and 

a contradiction. So the distribution of el> .. " e4 on E + F is as in 
Figure 1. 

e4 

Figure 1 

E 

F 

Now let l: A~A be the involution with fixed points e1, •• " e4 and 12 
other points es, •• " e16 forming a Tz(A)-orbit altogether. 

{I. 6) Proposition. 2 is symmetric, i.e., l* 2z.2. Infact lD=D 
for all De 121. 

Proof It is known that lD is algebraically equivalent with D. (This 
holds for any divisor D on any abelian variety.) In particular, lD·D=4. 
But at the base points el> .. " e4 the involution l does not change the 
tangent directions. So lD=D for all De 121, because otherwise lD·D 
>5, a contradiction. 0 

The involution l can be lifted to 2 as an involution l in two ways 
differing in sign. For each section s e HO(2) we therefore have ls= ±s. 
We distinguish one lifting l by the property that it should act as + 1 on 
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the fibre of ft' over es (not a base point of 1ft'1). Then clearly ls=s for 
all s e H°(.ft1): 

(1.7) The involution l can be lifted to ft' such that on HO(ft') it acts 
trivially. (The action of EH(ft') on HO(ft') therefore is isomorphic to the 
Schroedinger representation of EH(1, 2).) 

If s e HO(ft') vanishes at some point ei , 5<i<16, then by [EDAV, 
Proposition 2, p. 307], it vanishes there to an even order. This shows: 
Any D e Ift'l passing through some ei> 5<i <16, is singular there. 

If De Ift'l is smooth, l has exactly four fixed points on it. By the 
genus formula the quotient D/ l is elliptic. The genus 3-curve is thus 
doubly elliptic: it admits a 2: 1 map onto an elliptic curve. This map has 
four branch points (namely el , ••• , e4). The covering involution is called 
an elliptic involution. 

1.3. Doubly elliptic curves 
The aim of this section is to prove: 

(1.8) Proposition. For a smooth genus-3 curve D the following 
properties are equivalent: 

i) D admits an elliptic involution iE. 
ii) D admits an embedding into an abelian surface A. 

For the proof we need the elementary: 

(1.9) Lemma. If a smooth genus-3 curve admits an elliptic Involu
tion iE and a hyperelliptic involution ip , then iE(x) =l=ip(x) for all xeD. 

Proof The product of the two double covers defines a birational 
map of D onto a curve D'cE XP1 algebraically equivalent with 2(Expt) 
+2(ptXP1). From the adjunction formula one computes deg wn,=4, 
hence D-+D' is biregular. But any xeD with iE(x)=ip(x) would cause 
a singularity on D'. 0 

Proof of Proposition (1.8). In view of Section 1.2 we must prove the 
direction i)=?ii) only. So fix a double covering 1t': D-+E onto an elliptic 
curve E. Let eo e D be some branch point for 1t' and embed D-+J:= 
PicO(D) via p-+(!Jn(p-eo). Further, use xo=1t'eo to identify E-+PicO(E) 
via X-+(!JE(X-XO). Then we have a natural injection 1t'*: E-+J. We put 
A==.J/1t'*E and consider the map 

modn*E 
cp: D=----+J)A. 

We claim cp is an embedding. To show that it suffices to prove: 
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a) cp is injective, 
b) cp(D)·cp(D)=4. 

Indeed, b) implies that cp(D) has arithmetic genus 3 and by a) this is pos
sible only if cp 1 D is biregular. 

Proof of a). If p, qED are points with cp(p)=cp(q), then (!JD(P-q) 
=rr*(!JE(x-XO) for some x E E. There is some y E E such that (!JE(X-XO) 
= (!JE(rrp-y). Then putting rr*y=r+iEr we find 

(!JD(P-q)=(!JD(p+iEP-r -iE(r)), i.e. 

(!JD(r +iEr) = (!JD(q+ iEP). 

By Lemma (1.9) this implies q = iE(iEP)=p. 

Proof of b). By definition A has a distinguished ongm 0 A and a 
group structure. Denote by t the involution a--+-a. Then we have the 
equivariance tcp(p)=cp(iEP) for allp E D, because 

(!JD(P-PO)(g;(!JDCiEP - Po) =(!J D(p+iEP-2pQ) E rr*E. 

We compute cp(D). cp(D) as the number of points in cp(D) n t(cp(D)) for a 
general translation tEA. The map cp(D) X cp(D)--+A sending p, q to cp(p) 
-cp(q) is surjective. So we may take t=cp(p)-cp(q) with p, qED, q=l=tp, 
(!JD(P+tq)=I=W(g;(!JD( -r-tr), rED, for any hyperelliptic involution i that 
D might have. Then the elements in cp(D) n tcp(D) are the points cp(p/), 
p/ E D, for which there exists q/ E D with 

(!JD(P/ -q/)=(!JD(P-q) modulo rr*E, 

i.e., (!JD(P+tq+tp/ +q/) E rr* Pic (E). 
If P+lq+lp/+q/ is not a canonical divisor, by Riemann-Roch 

h°(!JD(p+lq+lp'+q')=2 and its class can belong to rr* Pic (E) only if the 
divisor itself is of the form rr*(x + y), x, y E E. In this case rr*(x + y) = 
P+lp+q+lq, and we find p/=p, q/=q or p'=lq, q/=lp. On the other 
hand, hO(wD)=3 implies the existence of a canonical divisor of the form 
P + lq + r + s, uniquely determined by the assumption on p and q and r =1= lS. 
If p+ lq+ tp' +q/ is this divisor, then p/ =lr, q/ =s or p/ =lS, q/ =r. 

Altogether we count four pairs (p/, q/). 0 

D may admit several elliptic involutions inducing several embeddings 
into abelian surfaces. 

(LlO) Proposition. The embedding D~A is (up to a 2-torsion 
translation) uniquely determined by the property i E = II D. 
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Proof Let cp': D~A' be another embedding into an abelian surface 
A' such that iE extends to an involution" of A' with 16 fixed points. By 
the universality of jacobians there is a unique morphism J ~A such that 

D d 

9~/ 
A' 

commutes. For the same reason the involution iE extends uniquely to an 
involution j of J covering t'. Since j 17t'* E =id, 7t'* E is contained in the 
kernel of J ~A', i.e., cp' factors through cpo But since cp'(D) cA' is smooth, 
the induced epimorphism A~A' is bijective. 

1.4. The surface Prym (D/E) 
Let D be a smooth genus-3 curve and 7t': D~E a double covering. 

As above take some branch point eo E D and embed D~J via p~ 
@D(p-eO)' There is a morphism Nm: J~E defined on the level of 
divisors by taking the image under 7t'. The surface P: = (ker Nm)O is called 
the Prym variety Prym (D/E). 

o 

1 
KerNm 

IT" l~ 
O~£~J~A~O 

/lNm 
D--> £ 

1 
o 

Clearly Nm 0 7t'*: E ~ E is multiplication by 2. This situation is considered 
in great generality by Mumford [M2]. He observes: 

(1) The involution iE on D extends to an involution j on J acting 
on 7t'* E as id and on P as multiplication by -1. 

(2) P n 7t'* E is the 2-torsion subgroup (7t'* £)2 of 7t'* E. 
(3) The principal polarization of J induces a duality between the 

maps 7t'* and Nm and a duality between P and A. 
In our case the polarization map p: P~A=pv has kernel (7t'*Ek:= 

Z2 X Z2, so the induced polarization on P is of type (1 ,2). Now A carries 
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the (1, 2)-polarization given by (!) iepD). These two polarizations coincide 
in the following sense: 

(1.11) Lemma. The image p(P2) of the 2-torsion points in P coincides 
with the group T«(!) iD». 

Proof By (2) both groups have order 4, so it suffices to show 
p(PJ-:JT«(!)A(D»={ep(eo), .. " epees)}, where eo,"', es ate the branch 
points of 11:. 

For j = 1, 2, 3 consider the curve 

Via the projection (p, q)~p it is a double cover of D, in fact it is the 
pullback to D of the double cover r: E~Pl (given by the linear system 

(!)E(11:e j+11:eo» under the map D'::E~Pl' Since the branch points ofr do 
not all coincide with 11:eo, .. " 11:es, the curve LI j clearly is irreducible. 

Now we fix Xj E E, some branch point of r, and map Llr~J via 
'IfrJ: (p, q)~(!)D(P+q-11:*Xj)' Then 

i) (!)E(2x j) = (!)E(11:e, + 11:eo), hence choosing for p, q the two points 
over Xj' we have (p, q) E LIt and t(p, q)=O, the origin of J. 

ii) t(iEP, iEq)+t(p, q) = (!)D(11:*(11:P+ 11:q)-11:*(2xj» =0, so t(Llj) is 
contained in P. 

iii) Putting (p, q)=(e" eo) we find t(e l , eo) = (!)D(e,-eo)0(!JD(2eo-
11:*xl ). So the 2-torsion element t(ej, eo) in P differs from (!)D(ej-eO) only 
by an element in 11:*E. This proves ep(e,)c p(P2). 0 

(1.12) Duality theorem. Let D be a smooth genus-3 curve, 11:: D~E 
a double covering over an elliptic curve E, and D~A the corresponding 
embedding into an abelian surface A (Section 1.3). Then both A and 
Prym (D/E) carry a natural (1, 2)-polarization identifying one with the dual 
of the other. 

This duality theorem is quite basic for my way of explaining Haine's 
isomorphism (Section 5.3). It is illuminating to compare it with the 
approach [P] of Pantazis. To do this we perform the following construc
tion: 

We denote by 9"' the line bundle on E responsible for the covering 
11:: D~E, i.e., the bundle satisfying 9"'18I2 =(!JE(11:eo+ ... + 11:es) and 11:*9"'= 
(!)(eo+ ... +es)' Similarly to the situation above we define 
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and observe that .1 is an irreducible curve. Then we put DV =.1/0, where 
o is the involution (p, q)~(q,p). DV is the curve obtained from the tower 
('t" the map defined by 19"1) 

by Pantazis' bigonai construction [P, Section 2.3]. The curve DV admits 
an involution i¥: induced by (p, q)~(iEP, iEq) and the quotient DV/i¥: is 
an elliptic curve EV. The induced map EV~Pl has the branch points 
't"1t'eo, ••• , 't"1t'eg , There is one fixed point of i¥: for each branch point 
tt E E for 't". It follows that DV has genus 3 again. Pantazis observes 
that DV is isomorphic to P n W, where W cJ is the theta divisor, i.e., the 
image of D X D. In fact, upon choosing a theta characteristic-say 1t'*t,-on 
D one may define a map DV~J by q;v: (p, q)~(!)D(P+q-1t'*tt) and 
check (as in the proof of Proposition (1.8» that q;V I DV is biregular with 
q;V(DV)CP. Pantazis proves Prym(Dv/EV) is dual to Pryrn(D/E), which 
is another proof for the duality theorem (1.12). 

§ 2. Polarizations of type (2, 4) 

As before let A be an abelian surface and .::£' on A a line bundle of 
type (1, 2). Unless mentioned otherwise we exclude the product polariza
tion (1.3). 

2.1. The linear system 1.::£'1812 1 and its symmetries 

By Riemann-Roch hO(ffl8i2)=8. 

(2.1) Proposition [R]. The line bundle .::£'1812 on A is very ample, so 
the linear system 1ffl8i21 embeds A into P7 as a smooth surface of degree 16. 

Proof [R], Let DE I.::£'I be some smooth curve and CcA any trans
late of D. Since (2D-CY=D2=4, the bundle (!).A.(2D-C) is ample and 
h1(ffl8i2®(!)i -C» = 0, cf. [M3, Ch. 6, § 2], Restriction HO(ffl8i2)~ 
HO(ffl8i21 C) therefore is surjective. Since deg (ffl8i21 C) =8, the restricted 
bundle ffl8i21 C is very ample. Moving C one finds that ffl8i2 itself is very 
ample. 0 

ffl8i2 is of type (2, 4). The translation group T(ffI8i2) therefore is 
isomorphic to T(2, 4) = (Z2 X Z.)2 and the representation of G( .::£'1812) on 
H°(.!l'18I2) is isomorphic to the Schroedinger representation of G(2, 4). 
Since .::£' is symmetric (Proposition (1.6», ffl8i2 is totally symmetric. So 
also EG(ffl8i2) acts on HO(ffl8i2) as EG(2, 4) on V(2, 4) does, see Section 0.2. 

We now specify elements of EG(.::£'18I2) and a basis for HO(ffI8i2): 
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Let aI, a2 be generators of Z2 X Z4=K and !'»!'2 be generators of 
Z2 X Z4 = K such that 

Put a: = a~, !': = !'~. They generate the subgroup T( Sf) = 2T( Sf®2) in 
T(Sf®2). As before denote by t the involution on A with fixed points 
el> •.. , e16 • 

For V:= V(2, 4) = Homz(K, k) we take a basis of the form uj'vk , 

j =0, I, k=O, 1,2,3, where 

Then EG(2, 4) is generated by 

0'1: Uj~Uj+1 

7\: uj~(-I)juj 

and we clearly have 

0'2: Vk~Vk+1 

1'2: vk~ikVk 

C1'''i=1'j''· 

Under the isomorphism EG(2,4):::::EG(Sf®2) the elements 0'» "', care 
liftings of aI, .. " t E ET(Sf®2). For convenience we drop the tildes on 
the letters denoting elements from EG(2, 4). It will be clear from the 
context, whether we are dealing with translations or their liftings. 

In the sequel, on P7 =P(V) we shall use the coordinates 

~=~~+~ ~=~~+~ ~=~~-~ ~=~~-~ 

x Z=u l(VO+V2) X4=UI(V I + v3) x 6 =ulvo-v2) x S =UI(V I -V3) 

In these coordinates the action of the extended Heisenberg group is given 
by Table 1. 

Of course we are interested in these symmetries because they induce 
an action of (Z2 X Z4)2 Xl Z2 on P7 leaving invariant the embedded surface 
A. 

The subspaces {x7 =XS=0}, (resp. {x l =", =x6 =OD consist of 
invariants, (resp. anti-invariants) for t. We denote the corresponding 
subspaces in P7 by Pt, (resp. PI)' As t acts by +1 over e1, "', e16 , 

these 16 points are the transversal intersection of ACP7 with Pt, whereas 
Anp;=rp. 
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Table 1 (action of EG(2'02)) 

XI X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 X7 Xa 

(JI X2 XI X4 X3 X6 X5 Xa X7 

(J2 X3 X4 XI X2 X7 X6 -X5 -X6 

TI 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 

T2 X5 X6 iX7 iXa XI X2 iX3 iX4 

(J=(J~ 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

T=T~ 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 -1 -1 

1 1 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 

At any point e i the tangent plane of A is c-invariant, transversal to 
P;. It follows that this tangent plane is the span of ei and Pl' 

The following proposition shows in particular that each of the four 
T(2')-orbits in {el, .. " e16} spans a plane in P;. 

(2.2) Proposition. Let a l = tel E A and {ai, .. " a4} be the T(2')-orbit 
of al. Then 

-if t ~ T( 2'02), the points al> .. " a4 span a 3-space; 
-if t E T(2'02), the points ai' .. " a4 span a plane. 

Proof Let D E 12'1 be a smooth curve and put C=tD. Then 

il70(C) = il7o(al + '" +a4), 

£'®20C9 o( - a l - .•• - a4) = 2'020C9 o( - C). 

This latter bundle of degree 4 is isomorphic with UJo( C) = il7 o( C) if and 
only if il7o(2D-2C) is trivial, which by hl(il7o(2D-3C))=O is equivalent 
to il7 i2D - 2C) c:= il7 A, i.e, t E T(2'02). So, if t ~ T(2'02) we have 

hO(2'020il7o( -al-· .. -a4)=2 and hO(Ia1, ... a.IA .2'02)=4 

This shows that ai, .. " a4 span a 3-space. And if t E T(2'02), then 
hO(2'020il7o(-al-···-a4))=3, hO([.2'02)=5, and ai, "',a4 span a 
~~. 0 

2.2. Quadrics Q t through A of rank < 4 

By a quadric I mean sometimes a quadratic polynomial, sometimes 
the zero-locus of such a polynomial. However, I try to follow the con-
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venti on that a polynomial is denoted by a small letter q, the correspond
ing capital letter Q denoting its zero locus in projective space. 

In [M4] Mumford constructed quadratic equations for abelian 
varieties embedded by a linear system f,f®4 with .fe ample. The aim of 
this section is to show that his construction in our case .fe®2 works too. 

For each t e T(A) the line bundle t*.fe@C - t)*.fe is isomorphic to 
f,f®2. Let Sl> S2 e HO(t*.fe) and s~, s~ e HO« -t)*.fe) be generators and put 
hj=Si·S~ e HO(f,f®2)=HO«(J)p.(1». 

(2.3) Lemma. a) If t ~ T(f,f®2), then hI> ... 'h2 are linearly in
dependent. 

b) If t e T(f,f®2) then t*.fe==( -t)*.fe and we may take S~=Si. In 
this case hI, h2 and h2 = hI are linearly independent. 

Proof Assume L: Ctjhj=O, explicitly 

We assume (C21 , C22):;f:(0,0) without loss of generality. Restricting to the 
curveC: SI=O (which we may assume irreducible), because of s21 C*O 
we find (c21s~+c22s~)IC=0. This implies t*.fe==(-t)*.fe. In this case, 
if St=s~, 

implies cjj=O when restricting to s,=O (i*j). Afterwards C12 =0 too. 
D 

By (2.3) the quadric 

(2.4) 

has rank 4, (resp. rank 3 if t e T(f,f®2». It clearly vanishes on A. Varying 
t e T(A) we obtain a 2-parameter family of quadrics QtCP7 through A. 
In fact, Qt depends only on the orbit of t under the group ET(.fe), i.e., 
on the image of t in Km A/T(.fe)=Km AV. Let StCQt be the singular 
subspace. It has equations hI = ... = h2 = 0, so it is of dimension 3, 
(resp.4). This space meets A where SI=S2=0 or s~=s~=O, i.e., in the 
base points of t*.fe and (-t)*.fe. 

For t e T(f,f®2) the quadric Qt carries two families of 5-planes 

Uhl + Vh2 = Vh2 + Uhl = 0 

uhl + Vhl = Vh2+ uh2=0 

The two families cut out on A the 

(U: v) e PI 

(u: v) e PI. 
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base locus of t*2'Upencil [( -t)*2'[ 

base locus of ( - t)*2' U pencil [t*2'[, 

ie., essentially the two pencils [t*2'[ and [( -t)*2'[. 
For t E T(f£@2), the quadric Qt carries only one family of 5-planes 

cutting out on A the pencil [t*2'[. 
Notice that eachhj E HO(2'@2)=HO«(!}P7(1)) vanishes at the four base 

points of [t*2'[ to the second order, i.e., the 6-spaceshj=0 in P7 touch A 
at these points. For t=O in particular we find: 

(2.5) Lemma. The singular 4-space So of Qo is spanned by e1, •• " e4 

and Pl. 

2.3. Special quadrics QEF through A of rank 4 
If A specializes such that [2'[ contains a curve E +F of type c), then 

another type of rank-4 quadrics through A exists: Take generators 
Sl> S2 E HO«(!} i2E)) and s~, s~ E HO«(!} A(2F)). Just as above one shows 
that the four sections hj=SiS; E HO«(!}i2E+2F))=HO(2'@2) are linearly 
independent. So 

(2.6) 

is a rank-4 quadric vanishing on A. Its singular 3-plane S EF does not 
meet A. The two families of 5-planes on QEF cut out the pencils [2E[ 
and [2F[ on A. 

The curve E + F is invariant under one nontrivial t E T(2') c TzCA), 
(cf.1.2). For all t E TzCA) we have (!}i2E):::::.(!}i2(tE)) and QtE,tF=QEF' 
For t E T(A) we have (!) i2(t(E)+t(F))):::::.2'@2 if and only if t E T(2'@2), 
so there are 32=(# T(2'@2))/2 translated curves tE+tF. But for any 
16= # T2(A) the quadrics QtE,tF coincide. So there are precisely two 
quadrics originating from E + F and its translates. 

(2.7) Proposition. Let QCP7 be a quadric of rank <4 and SQ its 
singular locus. If SQ n A =~, then Q = Qt(E),t(F) for some t E T(2'@2), 
E+FE [2'[. 

Proof Since A spans P7, the rank of Q is bigger than 2. If rank 
Q=3, then the pencil of 5-planes on Q cuts out on A a pencil [E[ without 
base points, but such that 2E is a hyperplane section. This would be in 
conflict with E2=0. So rank Q=4. The two pencils of 5-planes on Q 
cut out on A two pencils without base points. By Lemma (1.1) they are 
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contained in linear systems ImEI, (resp. InFI), with E, F elliptic and m, n 
> 2. Since @imE + nF) = fl'®2 we have 2mn(E. F) = 16. From Table (1.2) 
and Assumption (1.3) we conclude m=n=E·F=2. 0 

The action of EG(2®2) on HO(@p.(1» induces an action on HO(@PT(2». 

(2.8) Lemma. The quadratic polynomials qt(E),t(F) from above are 
invariants under EG(2). 

Proof. The curve E + F is invariant under one nontrivial element 
p e T(fl') but not under some other l.I e T(2), (cf. 1.2). So p may be 
lifted to @i2t(E» and @i2t(F» acting trivially on the space of sections,· 
whereas l.I lifts with an eigenvector for both eigenvalues ± 1 on 
HO(@i2t(E») and HO(@i2t(F»). We may take Sj, S2' s~, s~ to be just 
these eigenvectors. Then our liftings act as in Table 2. 

l.I 

1 1 

1 -1 

1 1 

1 -1 

Table 2 

111 

1 -1 -1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

This proves the assertion for G(2)CEG(2), because any lifting of p, l.I 

as involutions to fl'®2 is unique up to the sign, and this sign cancels when 
squaring the action. 

To prove the assertion for e, consider first the case E+F e 121. 
Then eC=C for all C e 12EI or 12FI and we may lift e to @A(2E) and 
@A(2F) acting trivially on the space of sections, hence on the It j and on 
qEF' If t e T(fl'®2), but t ~ T2(A), then et(E) =( -t)(E) and the same for 
F. So e lifts to @A(2E) and @i2F) with an eigenvector for both eigen
values ± 1. Just as above for l.I we see that this lifting acts trivially on 
qt(E)t(F)' 0 

2.4. Quadratic equations for ACP7 
The aim of this section is to find a basis for the vector space 

HO(IAIPT(2». We use the fact that this space is a representation space for 
EG(fl'®2). 

First we consider the action on this space of the subgroup (Z2)3C 
EG(fl'®2) generated by (I, !', and , (see Table 1). Writing an arbitrary 
element of this group as (ls!'teJ, we may denote the eight characters of 
this group by 
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On the 2 X 2-blocks of the symmetric 8 X 8 coefficient matrix (qij) of a 
quadric q this group acts by the following characters (see Table 1): 

The invariants of this action are the 2 X 2-block diagonal quadrics 

B,O J 
(2.9) Lemma. HOCiA/P,(2)) is contained in the 12-dimensional space 

of 2 X 2-block diagonal quadrics. 

Proof. The space HO(IA/p ,(2)) is spanned by eigenfunctions q for 
a, 't', and t. If q is not a 2X2-block diagonal matrix, it has the 2X2-
block form 

i j 

. (0 l 0 
q= 

j * 
l<i<j<4. 

Since HOCiA/P,(2)) does not contain rank-2 quadrics, any such q will have 
rank 4. Its singular 3-plane is XU_I =Xu =X2j _ 1 =x2j=O. This 3-plane 
consists of fixed points for a, 't', or a't', and thus cannot meet A. By 
Proposition (2.7) we have q=qt(E)t(F), and this is impossible by Lemma 
(2.8). 0 

Now we use the remaining symmetries to decompose further this 
space of 2 X 2-block diagonal matrices. First consider the group generated 
by al and 't'l acting on quadratic polynomials as in Table 3. 

't'l 

1 

1 

Table 3 

-1 

1 

1 

-1 
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It follows that the space of 2 X 2-block diagonal matrices 

decomposes into a direct sum of three mutually non-isomorphic 4-dimen
sional spaces: 

VI={diag (~I ~} ... , (~4 ~} aI, "', a4 E k} 
VZ={diag (gl _~} ... , (g4 _~} h" ... , h4 E k} 
V3={diag(~1 gl)""'(~4 g4):CI, .. ·,C4Ek}. 

On each V j c:::::.k4 the group generated by Gz and "z acts as in Table 4. 

Table 4 

1 1 1 -1 

and each V j decomposes into two isomorphic irreducible representations 
of dimension 2. Each Vj contains a I-parameter family Vc" (J.: p) E PI> 
of isomorphic representations, e.g. 

Generators are 

(2.10) 

(2.11) Decomposition theorem. There are three projective para
meters (Aj: pj) E PI,j=I, 2, 3, such that 
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Proof Each Vi contains nontrivial rank-2 quadrics. A cannot lie 
on such a quadric, so H°(IA/pl2» does not contain a whole space Vi, 
j=1,2, or 3. The assertion follows if we show h°(IA/P7(2» >4. Now 
h0((9pl2» =36 and hO(£,®4) =32, so it suffices to prove that restriction 

is not surjective. To do this we lift t to 21194 and £,1192 such that it acts 
trivially over el , ••• , e16 • Then we have eigenspaces 

HO(£,®4)- of dimension 14 

(Sym2HO(~2»- of dimension 12 

(by 0.2) 

(cf. Table 1). 

The restriction map is t-equivariant, but not surjective for anti-invariant 
sections. 0 

(2.12) Proposition. The only quadric Q containing A and singular at 
a point x E A is the quadric Qt from 2.2 with tel =X. 

Proof Assume first that t $ T(2®2). By Proposition (2.2) the four 
translates of x under T(2) span a 3-space. Any quadric q singular at 
x will (by its T(2)-invariance, Lemma (2.8» be singular on this whole 
3-space. Q shares this property with Qt. If Q=i=Qt' then Q does not 
contain a general Ps on Qt (from any of the two pencils). Then Q inter
sects Ps in two 4-spaces (coinciding or not). 

However Ps meets A in some smooth C E 1 t*21 with 21192 1 C very 
ample, HO(2®2)--+HO(£,®21 C) is injective and 

So C spans Ps and for Q=i=Qt we arrive at a contradiction. 
Next assume t E T(2®2). By G(2®2)-invariance we even may assume 

x=el • The points el , .•. , e4 span a plane in Pi; (Lemma 2.2), on which 
Q is singular by T(2)-invariance. Q contains the tangent plane of A at 
el , so it contains the line P l (cf. Section 2.1), hence the P4 spanned by 
eh •• " e4 and Pl' 

On the other hand, Qo is singular on this 4-space. For Q=i=Qo we 
would obtain the same contradiction as before. 

(2.13) Corollary. The quadrics Qt from Section 2.2 and Qt(E)t(F) 
from Section 2.3 are the only quadrics of rank :S 4 containing A. 

(2.14) Theorem. The quadrics ql' "", q6 generate the ideal sheaf 
IA/ P7 at each point x E P7" 
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Proof Any intersection of six hypersurfaces in P7 is connected. 
So it suffices to show that in each x E A five linearly independent quadrics 
intersect transversally, or-what is the same-that there is exactly one 
quadric singular at x. This is the assertion of Proposition 2.11. D 

§ 3. The parameters 

3.1. Symplectic automorphisms of T(2, 4) 
By Mumford's identification the translation group T(~2) is iso

morphic with T:=T(2,4)=KxKv. This isomorphism transforms the 
natural skew form on T(ff'®2) into that on T (cf. 0.2). However this 
isomorphism is not unique! It can be changed by any symplectic auto
morphism cP of T. (cp is called symplectic if <cpx, cpy) = <x, y).) 

Another such identification induces another identification of HO(~2) 
with V(2, 4) and finally another embedding A~P7. So the different 
equivariant embeddings A~P7 are parametrized by the symplectic 
automorphisms of T. We have to know these automorphisms. 

(3.1) Proposition. The symplectic automorphisms of T = T(2, 4) 
form a group of order 29 .32• Generators are e.g. given in Table 5. 

Table 5 

0"1 0"2 TI T2 

CPI 1 T2 1 O"~ 

CP2 1 0"2T2 1 1 

CP3 TI 1 0"1 1 

CP4 O"ITI 1 1 1 

CP5 0"10" 1 1 TIT2 

Proof T is filtered by the characteristic subgroups 

2T (generators 0", T) C T2 (generators 0"1' TI, 0", T). 

The symplectic automorphisms CPI and CP2 generate Aut (2T)::::::@53 whereas 
CP3 and CP4 generate Aut (T2/2T)::::::@53• So there is an exact sequence 

l----+L----+Aut (T)----+Aut (2T) X Aut (T2/2T)----+ 1. 

Any cP E L has the properties 

CP(O"I) E 0"1· 2T, 

CP(0"2) E 0"2· T2, 

cp(TI) E TI·2T, 

cp(T2) E T2· T2. 
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Hence any symplectic cP E L is of the form shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 

cP 

Here all combinations of a, b, c, d, a, /3, r E Z2 are possible, so the sym
plectic automorphisms in L form a (non-abelian) group of order 27. This 
proves the assertion on the order of our group. 

To give generators, we define CPabca and CPaW in Table 7 

Table 7 

111 112 

CPabcd I1 l l1 ar- b U2l1fr-f 

cpaW 1 u2uar- p 

and observe by inspection 

cp:;lcpabcdCPI =CPbadC 

CP2 1cpabcaCP2 =$Da, a+b, c, c+ a 

cp:;lcpabcdCPa =cpCdab 

cp:;lcpabcdCP4 =CPa + c, b+ d, c, d' 

r-1 r-2 

r-II1 Cr-d r-zl1ir-f 

1 r-2I1rr-a 

cp:;lcpaprCPI =cparp 

CP2 1cpaprCP2 =cpa+r, P+ r,r 

These relations imply that CP5=CPIOOO and CPOIO=CP~ together with CPI, ... , CP4 

generate the group. 0 

An easy argument [HM, p. 65] shows that each symplectic automor
phism cP is induced by an automorphism r of V(2, 4) normalizing the 
action of the Heisenberg group G(2, 4). In fact, cP lifts to an automor
phism rp of G(£,®2) acting trivially on the center k* of this group. Deno
ting by p the representation of G(£,®2) on V(2, 4), each cP induces another 
representation g-+p(rpg) in which the center k* acts by multiplication. 
By the Stone-Neumann theorem [EDA V, Proposition 3] however, such a 
representation is unique. So there is an isomorphism r of V(2, 4) with 

p(g)(rv) = r p(rpg) v 

i.e., p(rpg)=r-lp(g)r. 

for all v E V(2, 4) 

This general argument in our case is not necessary. Table 8 shows 
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explicitly automorphisms rl, ... , r5 of V(2, 4) normalizing the Heisenberg 
group and inducing on T(2, 4) the symplectic automorphisms CPI> ••• , CP5. 
Here, as usual, I do not distinguish between a, a, pea), etc. I need this 
explicit form of rl, ... , r5 because I want to trace the action of the normaliz
ing automorphisms r I, ••• , r 5 on the parameters X j =)) fl j. (This is given 
by the last three columns of Table 8). 

Table 8 

XI X2 Xa X4 X5 X6 X7 X6 

r l 1 1 X5 X6 Xa X4 -i -i 
r2 X5 X£ i../7 Xa i../i X4 XI X2 i../ix7 i../i Xs 

ra XI+X2 -XI+X2 xa+x4 -xa+x4 X5+X6 -X5+X6 x7+Xs -x7+Xs 

r. 1 1 1 i 1 i 

r5 1 1 1 1 1 -1 1 -1 

al a2 TI T2 XI=~ X2=~ Xa=~ 
fll fl2 fla 

rl 1 T2 1 a2 XI+l X2+1 Xa+ 1 
XI-l X2-1 Xa- 1 

r2 1 i../i T2a2 1 1 -iXI -iXz -iXa 

ra TI 1 -al 1 XI Xa Xz 

r4 iTlal 1 1 1 X2 XI Xa 

r5 1 1 XI X2 
1 

ala TIT2 
Xa 

Automorphisms normalizing G(2, 4). The action on ai' Ti is conjuga-
tion r-Iair, r-ITir. 

The resulting symmetries acting on the affine parameters Xj=).i flj 
can be described more systematically as follows: The symmetry group is 
generated by 

-the symmetric group @:ia permuting XI' X2 , and Xa (generated by ra and 
r4) 

-the full octahedral group (of order 48) acting simultaneously on XI' 
Xz and Xa (generated by rl : X 1-+ (X + l)/(X-I), ri: Xl-+iX, and XI-+l/X 
which is a result of a combination of ra, r4, and r5; the octahedron 
has the vertices X=O, 00, 1, i, -1, -i). 

-three groups of order four acting independently on XI' X2, and Xs 
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generated by r.: X jt--+ I/x j and [r 2, r.J: X jt--+ - X j. 
It is easy to check that the group generated has order 6·48·4·4 = 

29 .32• 

3.2. Degenerations 
Here we consider the variety ACP7 defined by the equations ql=· .. 

=q6=0 and specialize the parameters AI: fll> A2: fl2' A3: fig in these equa
tions. 

Case 1. Al = A2 = A, fll = fl2 = fI, but A =1= ± fl· 
The equations ql=· .. =q4=0 are equivalent to 

E: flx~ -AX: + fIX! + AX~ = -AX~ + ,ux: + AX~ + fIX~ = 0 

E': flx~ -AX: + fIX~ + AX~ = -AX; + fIX: + AX: + fIX: = O. 

Since A =1= ±fI, the varieties E, E' describe smooth elliptic quartic space 
curves in the 3-spaces X2=X4=X6=XS=O and XI =x3=x.=x7 =0, respec
tively. The four equations describe the join J of E and E', i.e., the three
fold swept out by all lines joining points of E and E'. 

The differentials of the two quadrics defining E vanish along E' and 
those defining E' vanish along E. The quadrics Q. and Q6 contain E and 
E'. So A contains two curves along which at most four of the differentials 
dq1> ... , dq6 are linearly independent. A therefore is singular along these 
curves. 

Fix a line LcJ joining the two points 

X = (XI: 0 : Xg : 0 : X. : 0 : X7 : 0) e E, x' = (0 : X2 : 0 : X4 : 0 : X6 : 0 : xs) e E'. 

On it the two quadrics q. and q6 are proportional. If they vanish in one 
point of L, not on E or E', they vanish on L identically. This shows that 
A c J is swept out by some of these lines. For given X e E the lines in A 
through X are those joining X with x' e E' whenever (X2' x,, X6, xs) lies in 
the plane 

(p,x" -1,<" PoX .. l,x,) @ ~O. 
This plane meets E' at most in four points. So there are at most four 
such lines through x. This implies: A is a ruled surface (or consists of 
components which are ruled). 

Case I'. Assume additionally A3=A, ,ug=,u. For X e E, the two 
planes 
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now intersect in the tangent line to E' at the point x' with X~,=X2J_1 (j= 
1, ... ,4). No tangent of E' meets this curve in a second point, i.e., 
through x e E there is just one line in A. It joins x with x' e E' which 
corresponds to x under the canonical isomorphism E---+E'. 

Case 2. AI = A2 = f.,ll = f.,l2' but Ad=- ± f.,ls· 
We may argue as above, but now 

E: x l = ±xs, x~= ±ix7 

E': x2= +x,' X6= ±ixs 

degenerate into four lines 

L I : xl=xa, X~=iX7 L2: XI=XS, X~=-iX7 

La: Xl=-XS' x5=-ix7 L,: Xl=-XS' X~=iX7 

forming a circle (LJ n L j +1 =l=ifJ, L, n L j +2 =ifJ); similarly for E'. It is easy 
to check explicitly: 

x=(a, a, ib, b) e LI is joined to 

x' =(b, b, ia, a) e L~ in A and 

x" =(b, b, -ia, a) e L~ in A. 

The symmetry !'1 e G(!l'02) cyclically permutes the lines L, and L~. So we 
see: L j and L~ are joined by a pencil of lines if j=k(mod 2). The 
surface A breaks up into eight quadric surfaces Sj (joining L j with L~) 
and Sj (joining L j with LJ+2) which meet in a line according to the follow
ing pattern: S, with Sj+I' Sj with Sj+I' Sj with Sj and Sj+2' The pattern 
is described by a real 2-dimensional complex on a real torus: 

SI S2 Sa S, 
-------- Glue ends 
S~ S~ S~ S~ 

Glue top and bottom with a horizontal 2-shift. This is the analog of the 
picture [HM, p. 80]. . 

Among all these lovely facts in the sequel we shall only need the 
following consequence of the discussion under Case 1: 
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(3.2) Proposition. The variety defined by ql = ... =qs=O is not a 
smooth surface as soon as 

where 

r jk = r JkO, p): = (l;pi - lipD(lP~ - p;pD· 

Proof The vanishing of rjk is equivalent with Xj= ±Xk or ± lfXk 
where X j = 1 jf p j (j = 1, 2, 3). The symmetries from Section 3.1 do not 
change the abstract variety (only its embedding). They can be used to 
transform any such condition into XI =X2. This is considered in the 
discussion above and found to lead to singular A. 0 

It will be shown in Section 4.3 that A is smooth if and only if 
r12 · r23 · r31 *0. 

3.3. Properties of the expressions r Jk 
The expressions r jk defined above are equal to one fourth of the 

minors of the 3 X 3-matrix 

(
li+ pW (l~+ pD2 

M=M(l, p)= (li-pD2 O~_pD2 

4lipi 4l~p~ 

which obviously has rank ::;:2. To be precise, we have 

We shall often make use of the following fact. 

(3.3) If r =rI2 · r23 · r31 *0, then each row and each column of the 
matrix M contains at most one entry =0. 

At two points we shall meet the problem to find parameters lV, pV 
such that for some constants cl , c2, C3 E k we have: 

«ljlY + (p{')2, on2 + (pn2, (1i)2 + (pi'Y) = cl(li + pi, li - pi, 2l1PI) 

(3.4) «ljly_(pjl)2, (1i')2-(pn2, (1i)2-(pi)2) = c2(li + pi, li-pi, 2l2pz) 

(2ljl pjl, 2li' Pi', 2li' pi) = c3(1~ + p~, l~ - pi, 2l3P3). 

Because of 
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the constants CI , C2, C3 must satisfy 

i.e., up to a common factor 

Putting cj=';rk! for some chosen square root, one now may easily solve 
the (compatible) equations 

(3.5) 

(AIY=~('; r32(Ai+ pD+'; r31(A~+ pi)) 
2 

(plY = ~ (,; r 32(Ai + pi) - ,; r 31 (A~ + pm 

(AiY=~('; r32(Ai-pD+'; r3/A~-pm 
2 

(pi)2=~('; r3lAi-pD-'; r3/A~-pm 
2 

(Ai'Y= ~(,; r32 AIPI +,; r31 A2P2) 
2 

(pi'Y = ~(,; r32 AIPI -,; r31 A2P2) 
2 

which determine AY, PY uniquely up to a common factor ± 1, j= 1,2,3. 
With these parameters AV, pV we may form the matrix MV =M(Av, pV) 
and its minors rYk=rjk(Av, pV). Squaring the entries in the matrix equa
tion (3.4) we find 

So we have in particular 

3.4. Theta-Null values 
The aim of this section is to determine the variety in P7 swept out by 

the 2-torsion points el , •• " el6 E A when the parameters Aj / pj vary. These 
16 points are the intersection of A with the 5-space X7=XB=O. For fixed 
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Aj , pj their equations therefore are 

PI(X~+XD-AI(X:+xD+ PI(X:+ x=) =0 

-AI(x~+xn+PI(x:+xD+AI(X:+Xn=O 

(3.7) 
Pz(x~ - xn - Az(X: - xD + Pz(x~ - x:) = 0 

-Az(x~-xD+ pz(x:-xD+ Az(X:-Xn =0 

paXIXz - AaXaX4 + paxsxs = 0 

- AaXIXz + paXaX4 + AaXsXs = O. 

These three pairs of linear equations (for x~+x~, x:+x! etc.) are equi
valent with the following proportionalities 

(X~+X~, x~+x:, x~+X:)=CIO~+ p~, 2AIPI' A~- pD 

(3.8) (x~-x~, x:-x~, x:-x:)=czO~+p~, 2AzPz, A~-pD 

(2xlxz, 2XaX4' 2xsxs) = caO: + P:, 2AaPa, A: - pD 

with CI , CZ, Ca E k. Using the relation 

we obtain for the variety of theta-null values the equations 

(3.9) xt + x~ = x: + x! + x: + x:. 

Conversely, given XI> •• " Xs satisfying these relations, one may solve 
equations (3.8), putting cl =cz=ca=l,to obtain 

AI = ±.vx~+x~+x:+x~ 
Az= ±.vx~-x~+x~-x: 

Aa = ±.v XIXZ + XsXs 

PI = ±.v x~+x~-X:-x~ 
+ / 2 Z 2+ 2 pz = _ 'V Xl - X 2 - X6 Xe 

pa= ±.vXIXZ-X5XS' 

The signs have to be adjusted in each row to satisfy 

The point (XI: . . . : xs) therefore belongs to the variety A with these 
parameters Aj : pj. Consequently we have: 

(3.10) Proposition. Equations (3.9) define the threefold of theta-null 
values. 

(3.11) Proposition. The variety of theta-null values (3.9) is irreduc
ible. 
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Remark. The proposition implies that it is impossible to distinguish 
one of the 16 torsion points el> .. " el6 in an algebraic way. This is the 
reason for the convention adopted in 0.2, namely to define our abelian 
surfaces as homogeneous spaces and not as groups with a distinguished 
origin. 

Proof of the proposition. As a complete intersection of two hyper
surfaces, the theta-null variety is connected in codimension 2 [Ha 1], so 
if it decomposes, the irreducible components have to meet in surfaces, and 
not in curves only. It therefore suffices to prove that the singularities of 
(3.9) lie on a finite set of curves. 

The condition for x on (3.9) to be singular is that the two rows 

are dependent. If XI' ... • x 6*0 this leads to 

x 2=ik x l , x4=i!xa, k=l=m(2) 

xf=x:+x:, 

which defines 16 (Fermat-) quartic curves. If XI' ...• X4 * ° but Xs' X6 = 0, 
we find 

XS=X6=0 

x 2 =ik x l , x4=i!xa k=I(2) 

which describes points on these 16 curves. If Xs' X4 = Xs • X6 = 0, then 
X I 'X2=0 too. This leads to 8 Fermat curves obtained from 

X~=X!+X: 

by permutation of coordinates. D 

If the parameters Ai' p.j belong to an abelian surface, A n Pi; consists 
of 16 points. 

(3.12) Lemma. Whenever r*O, A n Pi; consists of exactly 16 points 
forming an orbit under the group T2(A) of 2-torsion translations. 

Proof For given AI, .. " P.6 we have to find cl , c2, Cs and XI' .. " Xs 

solving the equations (3.8). 
But this is exactly the system (3.4) with 
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Up to a common constant factor we have a choice of the sign for each Ct 

and for each pair X2j _ h x2j• This leads to exactly 16 different points x. 
The translations a, " E T2(A) change the signs for the Xj' whereas aI, 

(resp. "I) correspond to the sign changes for C2 , (resp. cs). 0 

§ 4. Kummer surfaces 

In this section AI: f1.h A2: f1.2' As: f1.s E PI' are arbitrary parameters, 
qh .. " qe denote the quadrics (2.10) formed with these parameters, and 
A cP7 is the variety they define. 

4.1. The hypernet 
The six quadrics ql' •. " q6 span a hypernet of quadrics .L:~ Z jq j in P7• 

The action of the Heisenberg group on p 7 induces the action on the para
meter space P5 of this hypemet of Table 9. 

Table 9 

ZI Z2 Zs Z4 Z5 Ze 

a l 1 1 -1 -1 1 1 

a 2 Z2 ZI Z4 Zs Ze Z5 

"I 1 1 1 1 -1 -1 

"2 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 

Just as the qj do, the hypemet comes in symmetric 2X2-blocks 

(
f1.IZI - AIZ2 + f1.2ZS - A2Z4 

BI(z) = 
f1.gZ5- ASZS 

B 2(z) = (- AIZI + f1.IZZ - A2ZS + f1.2Z. 

-AgZ5+f1.sZs 

Bs(z) = (f1.IZI + AIZ2 + f1.zz s + A2Z. 

f1.gZ5+ AgZS 

B.(z) = (AIZI + f1.IZ2 + A2ZS + f1.2Z. 

ASZ5+ f1.gZS 

f1.sZs-AsZe ) 

f1. IZI - AIZ2 - f1.2Zg + A2Z4 

- AsZs + f1.sze ) 

- AIZI + f1.IZ2 + AzZg - f1.2Z4 

f1.gZs+AgZe ) 

f1.IZI +AIZz- f1.zZg- AZZ4 

AsZS+f1.gZ6 ) 

AIZI + f1.lz z - AzZg - f1.2Z4 • 
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The discriminant rr~detBlz)=O therefore decomposes into four rank-3 
cones: 

KI: (/-lIZI - AIZ2)2 - (/-l2Zs - A2Z4)2 - (/-lsZ4 - AsZ6)2 

K2: (AIZI- /-lIZ2)2-(A2ZS- /-l2Z4)2_(AsZs~ /-lSZ6)2 

Ks: (/-lIZI + AIZ2)2 - (/-l2ZS + A2Z4)2 - (/-lszs + AsZ6)2 

K4: (AIZI + /-lIZ2)2-(A2ZS+ /-l2Z4)2_(AsZ5+ /-lSZ6)2. 

These cones are invariant under 0"1 and '&'1 but under 0"2 and '&'2 they are 
permuted transitively 

We denote by SI' ... , S4 C P, the singular planes of the cones Kl> ... , K4• 

Then we observe: 

dim SI n S2 =dim Ss n s, 
= -1 + # {terms A~ - /-l~, A~ - /-l~, A: - /-l: that vanish} 

dim SI n Ss=dim S2 n S, 

= -1 +#{terms AI/-lI, A2/-l2, As/-ls that vanish} 

dim SI n S,=dim S2 n Ss 

= -1 + # {terms A~ + /-l~, A~ + /-l:, A; + /-l: that vanish} 

(Here dim = -1 means the set is empty). The intersection of three 
singular planes always is empty. 

For any quadric q(z) in the hypernet we have 

rank q(z)=8-#U: Z e Kj}-#U: Z e Sj}. 

To discuss the different possibilities we need: 

(4.1) Lemma. On each singular plane Sj the other cones cut out a 
pencil 0/ conics with/our distinct base points, provided r*O (cf. Section 3.4). 

Proof In view of the symmetries permuting the cones we may con
sider SI only, Because of the symmetry r5 from Table 2, we may assume 
/-ll· /-l2· /-ls*O without loss of generality. Then we eliminate 

and find 
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K Z ns1 : (l~:/A yz~-( l~:P~ yZ:-( l::P: yZ: 

Ks n S1: l~z~ - l~z! - l:z~ 

K4nS1: ( l~:P~ yz~-( l~:P~ yZ!-( l::P: yz:. 

These three conics clearly belong to the same pencil. The pencil has four 
distinct base points, unless one coordinate ZZk of a base point vanishes. But 
then 

({k, I, m}={I, 2, 3}), a contradiction. o 
(4.2) Proposition. Assume r,*O. Then 

rank q(z)<3 iff z belongs to a singular plane and the three other cones 

rank q(z)<4 iffz E K1 n ... nK4 or z belongs to two singular planes. 

Further, the number of intersecting singular planes equals 2v where v is the 
number of products npjpj, n~ (l~+pD, n~ (l~-p}), that vanish, i.e., v=O, 
1,2, or 3. 

The proof is obvious by Lemma (4.1). 

4.2. The dual Kummer surface KV =Km AV 
In this section we assume r ,*0. The variety 

KV=K1nKznKa nK.CP5 

parametrizes quadrics q(z) of rank <4 in the hypernet. The four cones 
are obviously linearly dependent. They are linear combinations of, e.g., 

L - 1 (K + K ) _ 2 2 +'2 2 2 2 ,2 2 2 2 ,2 2 
1 -"2 1 a - P1Zl A1Z2 - P2Za - A2Z4 - paZo -Aaz6 

To study KV we first consider the net of quadrics in P5 spanned by 
Kb ... , K4 i.e., the net .z::;~ tkLk, (t1: ta: ta) EPa. 

(4.3) Lemma. a) The only quadrics .z::; tkLk in the net having rank 
< 3 are the four cones K1, ... , K4. 
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b) Let H: Z2J_l=Z2j=0,j=1, 2, or 3, be a coordinate 3-plane. The 
four cones are the only quadrics in the net restricting to H such that 

-the restriction has rank <2 
-the singular locus of the restricted quadric meets KV. 

Proof Again the net comes in symmetric 2 X 2-b10cks: 

i.e., 

t=(1 :0: ±1) or (0: 1: ±1). 

These are the parameters for the four cones. 

Proof of a): We have to exclude Bk(t)=O, det B!(t)= ° for k=l= I. 
But Bk(t)=O implies 

If Akfl-k=O, then Ak=l=!..ti. so t1=t2=0 and det B!(t)=A!fl-!t~=I=O by (3.3). 
If t3 =0, then (tl> t2)=I=O and fl-~tl+A~t2=0. Together with 

det B!(t) =(A~tl + fl-~t2)(fl-~tl + A~t2) =0 

this contradicts rk!=I=O. 

Proof of b): We have to exclude B.(t) =0 and Z E KV for some zwith 
Z2m_l=Z2m=Z2j_l=Z2j=0 (U, k, m}={1, 2, 3}). 

If Akfl-k=O, then fl-k=l=A! and the vanishing of L 1(z), L2(z) would lead 
to the contradiction Z2k_l =Z2k =0. 

If t3 =0, then fl-!=A!, hence Akfl-k=l=O, Z2k_l·Z2k=0 by Llz) =0, and 
Z2k-l =Z2k=0 by L1(z)=Lb)=0. 0 

Now we finally can prove: 

(4.4) Proposition. Under the assumption r =1=0, the variety KV is 
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an irreducible surface of degree 8, smooth except for 16 isolated normal 
singularities (in each of the four singular planes the four base points of the 
pencil of conics from Lemma (4.1». Away from these singularities, Ll> Lz 
and Ls intersect transversally. 

Proof Let u e KV, but u ~ Sj for j = 1, .. ,,4. The three quadrics 
L I , Lz, Ls meet transversally at U unless there is some quadric L= L: tkLk 
singular at u. By the invariance of L under the involutions (II and 'l"1' this 
L would be singular at the three points u, (lIU, 'l"IU, If they span a plane, 
then rank L<3, so L would be some K j by Lemma (4.3) a) and U e Sj' 
contradicting the choice of u. If they span a line, then U2j_1 =u2j=0 for 
some j and rank (Llzzj-1=Z2j=0)<2, with Lemma (4.3) b) another con
tradiction. Ifu=(llu='l"IU, then for some permutation {j, k, 1}={I, 2, 3} 
we would have U2j_1 =U2j=U2k_1 =U2k =0. Hence 

which is impossible. 
This proves that KV is smooth away from the singular planes. The 

16 points Z e S j n K, j = 1, .. " 4, are isolated surface singularities. At 
each of them, by Lemma (4.1), two cones KL, Km meet transversally. The 
threefold KL n Km is smooth near z. On it K j cuts out an isolated surface 
singularity. By [Ha 2, Proposition 8.23, p. 186] it will be normal. D 

It will be shown below (Section 4.3) that r *0 implies A is an abelian 
surface. In this case consider the incidence variety 

r={(x, z) e A X P5: ~ zjdqlx)=O} 

parametrizing points x e A and quadrics singular at these points. By 
Proposition (2.12) the projection r ~A is bijective, hence an isomorphism. 
The projection r ~P5 maps r into the variety of points z parametrizing 
quadrics of rank <4. This means 

-either z e KV 
-or z e Sj nSk for somej*k, 

(cf. Proposition (4.2». Since KV is an irreducible surface (Proposition 
(4.4», and since the quadrics qt form a 2-parameter family, the image of 
r in P5 is this surface KV. It follows that 

-the quadrics qt are exactly the quadrics q(z), z e KV, 
-the quadrics qtE,tF are exactly the quadrics q(z), z e Sjnsk. 

If Qt is singular at x e A, then its singular space St meets A exactly in the 
EG(.P)-orbit of x (cf. Section 2.2). It follows that the map A=r~Kv 
induces a bijective map 
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AIEG(fe)=Km.(AIT(fe»=Km(AV) 

and by normality of both surfaces, this map is an isomorphism. 

(4.5) Theorem. Mapping x E A to the quadric Qt singular at x, one 
obtains an isomorphism Km (AV)--+Kv and an identification of AV with the 
double cover of KV parametrizing the pencils of P5'S contained in the 
quadrics Qt. 

4.3. The Kummer surface K = Km. A 
Denote by It: P7--+Pt the projection 

(XI: ... : XB)----+(XI: ... : x 6) 

with center Pl'. Since A n PI =1>, the map It I A is well defined. If x, YEA 
with ltX=ltY, from the equations ql=··· =q6=0 one deduces 

So y=X or Y=lX, i.e., It induces a bijective map of All onto K:=ltAcPt. 
Since K is a surface for general choice of the AI> ... , /-Is, it has dimension 
>2 for all AI, ... , /-Is. If r*O, by Lemma (3.12) we have Ac;t.Pt, so the 
map A--+K is a double cover. The quadrics 

~~-~:w+~~+~-~~~+~+w-~~+~ 

/-I2qS - A2q,: (/-I~ + AD(x~ -~) - 2A2/-12(X~ -xD +(p~-A~)(~-xD 

~(/-ISq5-Asq6): (/-I~+ADxIXI-2As/-l3X3X, +(/-I~-ADx5XB 
2 

are singular along the line Pl', hence come from quadrics 

in Pt vanishing on K. 

(4.6) Proposition. If r *0, these three quadrics generate the ideal 
sheaf of an irreducible surface Q~' n Q~' n Q~' cPt of degree 8, which is 
smooth except for 16 normal singularities. This surface then is the variety 
K. 

Proof We use the coincidence (for which I have no explanation) 
that the three quadrics Q?, Q~', Q~' are obtainable from 
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by the following procedure: 
1. the coordinate transformation 

2. transposing the 3 X 3 coefficient matrix. 
Step 1 does not change the assertion. Step 2 is performed by passing 

to the dual parameters AY, fl.Y, see Section 3.3. If r *0, then also rV *0 
by (3.6). So Proposition (4.6) follows from Proposition (4.4). 0 

This proposition is the main tool to prove smoothness of A if r * 0: 

(4.7) Lemma. Let x E A such that x ~ Pt and trX E K is smooth. 
Then A is smooth at x. 

Proof By assumption the three quadrics qi', q~/, q~' meet trans
versally at trX. In view of the assumption (xn xs)*(O, 0) the matrix of 
derivatives 

fl.1 X7 A2x7 fl.2 X7 

fl.1XS - A2xs - fl.2XS 

obviously has rank 2. 0 

(4.8) Lemma. Whenever x E An Pt, its image trX=X on K is a 
singularity there. 

Proof If K is smooth at x the double cover A_K will split near x, 
i.e., A is locally reducible near x. Now any locally reducible point on A 
must lie on Pt, because any x E A, x ~ Pt is either smooth or isomorphic 
to one of the (normal) singularities of K. But in this situation consider 
the elements of order 4 in T(,!l'®2). They leave A unchanged, but transform 
Pt into the 5-spaces X2j _ 1 =x2j=0, j = 1,2,3. Their common intersection 
with Pt is empty. Any locally reducible point of A would have to lie in 
this intersection. 0 

So we conclude, that for all 16 points of An Pt (cf. Lemma (3.12» 
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the image on K is singular. By Lemma (4.7) A is smooth outside of Pt. 
Using again n {tP;: t E T(~2)}=¢, we see that A is smooth everywhere. 

(4.9) Theorem. For (AI: PI), 02: f1.z), (As: Ps) E P~ the following pro
perties are equivalent: 

i) r*O 
ii) the quadrics ql> .. " qe generate the ideal sheaf of a smooth abelian 

surface A (of degree 16, with a (2, 4)-polarization) in P7• 

Proof The implication ii):::} i) has been shown in Proposition (3.2). 
If conversely r *0, by the above ql> .. " qe generate the ideal of a smooth 
surface A cP7• The singularities of K then are quotients of smooth points 
by an involution with isolated fixed point, i.e., ordinary nodes. By 
Brieskorn's simultaneous resolution theorem the minimal resolution K of 
K is a smooth K3-surface, because smooth intersections of three quadrics 
in P5 are such surfaces. The double cover A-+K is connected, and from 
Nikulin's theorem [N] it follows that A is an abelian surface with K = 
KmA. 

A is invariant under T(.~®2), by Lemma (3.12) the 2-torsion elements 
act freely on the 16 points An Pt. Since deg A =2 deg K= 16, the line 
bundle (!) il) defines a polarization of type (1, 8) or (2, 4) on A. The case 
(1, 8) is excluded because the bundle is invariant under all 2-torsion 
translations. 0 

Altogether we have a commutative diagram (Diagram 1): 

P7 

/ 
A=Qln··· nQe 

l/pt 
___ ~) AV 

1 5P"'''' Q.l 
K=KmA=Q?nQ~'nQ~'---~) KmAV=KV 

Diagram 1 

Here P5(QI> .. " Qe) is the hypernet considered in Section 4.1. The 8 : 1 
map A-+Km AV is performed by associating with x E A the unique quadric 
qt= "LJZjqj singular at x. It induces the 4: 1 map Km A-+Km AV send
ing 1rX E K to the unique quadric L:~ t j q7 singular at 1rX. 

The three quadrics qi', q~' and q~' span a plane 
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in PS(QI' ... , Qa). This is exactly the singular plane S, of the cone K, 
from Section 4.1. The nodes of KmAV lie by fours in the four singular 
planes SI' ... , S,. The plane S, is distinguished, because the four nodes 
it contains are the images of the 16 nodes of Km A, i.e., the images of the 
16 points el> ... , ela E A modulo T(!£,). 

§ 5. Haine's theorem 

In this section A cP7 is assumed smooth, i.e., r *0. Additionally 
we assume .:11 • .:12 • .:13*0 w.l.o.g. (cf. Section 3.1). 

5.1. The pencil of odd sections 
The sections X 7, Xs E HO«(!Jp.(I))=HO(fE®2) span the two-dimensional 

vector space of l-anti-invariants. Here we consider the pencil of curves 

c: ax7+ [3xs=O, a: [3 E PI' 

on A. Its base points are {e l , ••• , e1a}=A n Pt. We observed in Section 
2.1 that at each elc the tangent plane to A is the join of elc with Pl. Any 
hyperplane ax7+ [3xs=O intersects it transversally. So all C are smooth 
at el , •• " elS' By Bertini's theorem the general curve C is smooth and 
connected. Since C 2 =16, its genus is 9. 

The rational function X7/XS is invariant under u, '<, and l. The pencil 
I C I on A therefore descends to pencils 

IDI on AV=A/(u, '<) 
Ilion KmA=A/l 
lEI on KmAv=A/(u, 7:, l). 

We have Diagram 2 

~AI __________ ~)Av 
4: 1 r=O )D/ 

2:1
C I 2:11 

r=16 K!A ___ r_=_4 ~KmAv 

1/ )E/' 
4:1 r=o 

Diagram 2 

where r denotes the number of ramification points. Therefore, for smooth 
C the image curves D, I, E are smooth of genus 

g(D) =3, g(I)=g(E) = 1. 

The pencillDI on AV defines a polarization of type (1, 2). 
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The pencil III of elliptic curves on KmA passes through the 16 nodes 
of this surface. On each of these curves the map I --+E is the quotient 
with respect to a translation group Z2 X Z2' So I and E are isomorphic as 
abstract elliptic curves. The pencil lEI on KmAV passes through the 4 
nodes of KmAV lying in the singular plane S4 (cf. end of Section 4.3). 

To find equations for I and E we abbreviate 

The relation 

implies 

with 

q~' = a2+ (32 (1l1(xi+xD-A/X~+xD+ 1l1(X~+Xm 
2Al 

2 (32 
+ ~(1l2(xi - xD - AzCX~ - xD + IlzCx; - xm 

2A2 

2a(3( ) + -- 1l3X1X2 - A3X3X4 + 1l3X5X6 
A3 

= ( 111 A2 + 1l2Al a2 + 111 A2 - 1l2Al (32) (xi + xD 
2A1A2 2A1A2 

+ ( 111 A2 - 1l2Al aZ + 111 A2 + IlZAl (32) (xi + x~) 
2A1A2 2A1Az 

+A. 2a(3(xlx2+X5x6)-(ax3+ (3X4)Z 
A3 

a quadric depending on Xl, .. " X6 only. This means; Q~' considered as 
cone in P7 touches A along C. The quadric Q~' cPt touches KmA along 1. 
It follows that q~/, .. " q~' are quadratic equations for I, providing this 
curve with a nonreduced ( double) structure. 

5.2. The complete intersection surface A c C P6 

We now project P7 to P6 from the point Po: Pi n {xo=O} via 

We denote the image surface pA cP6 by Ac. There is the factorisation 
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p 
rc: A~Ac~KmA. 

So for x * YEA we have px = py if and only if y = lX and the secant L of 
A joining x with y passes through Po. This is equivalent to Xo I L=O, i.e., 
x E C. Hence p I A is bijective on A\C, but it is a 2: 1 map of C onto 
I =Pt n Ac. On Ac this curve I =Ac n {xo=O} appears as a double curve. 
In particular we have degAc=degA= 16. 

(5.1) Proposition. ACCP6 is the complete intersection of the four 
quadrics Q~, ... , Q~, where q~, q~, qi are the quadrics q~', q~', qi' from (4.3), 
but considered as quadric cones in P6, and q~=q~' +x~. 

Proof Q~ n Q~ n Q~CP6 is the cone over KmA. For each x" E 

KmA there are not more than two points x' = (xo, x") on which q~ van
ishes. This shows that Q~ n ... n Q~ is a surface, of degree < 16. This 
surface contains the degree-16 surface Ac. It follows that Ac = Qi n ... 
n~ 0 

The quadrics q~, ... , q~ span a web L.,itjq~. We denote it by P3= 
P3 (q~, ... , q~). It is contained in the hypernet P5=P5 (qj, ... , q6). 

(5.2) Proposition. The 3-space PaCq~, ... , q~)CP5(qj, ... , q6) lies 
on the cone K4 and contains the singular plane S4. 

Proof The quadrics q~, q~, qi lie on the singular plane of the cone 

K4: (;ljZj + ,ujZ2)2 - (A2Z3 + ,u2Z4)2 - (A3Z5 + ,u3Z6)2. 

We have q~= L.,~Zjqj with 

Z2=Z4=Z6=O, 

showing q~ E K4 • o 
We observe that a: f3 can be viewed as the parameter for the I-para

meter family of 3-spaces on K4 • 

5.3. The elliptic curve EcP3 

The web L.,itjq~ inherits its 2X2-block form from the hyperweb, the 
fourth 2 X 2-b10ck degenerating. It follows that the discriminant surface 
in P3 of the web is K~ U K~ U Ki U S4' where K~ = P3 n K j. The rank of the 
cone K~ can drop to 2 only if Sj meets S.. In general this is not the case 
(cf. Section 4.1). The cones K j , ••• , K. are dependent, hence because of 
P3 CK4 the cones K~, K~, Ki are dependent. Their common intersection is 
the curve KV n P3• 
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(5.3) Proposition. The curve KV n P g is just the image EcKV of C. 
In particular, for general choice of the ex, f3 it is smooth elliptic. Its degree 
in P g is 4. 

Proof KV n Pg parametrizes precisely the rank ::;;:4 quadrics "L.~ Zjqj 
which are singular at Po E Pl. We have to show that these are precisely 
the rank <4 quadrics singular at some point of C: 

i) Assume Qt is singular at some point X= tel E C. If t $ T(St'®2) 
the four translates of x under T(St') span the singular 3-space St of Qt 
(Proposition (2.2)). It follows that StC{xo=O} and since St is t-invariant, 
Stcj:.Pt, we have StnPI=Frp. 

ii) Assume Po E St and t $ T(St'®2). Then qt= "L.~Zjqj with Z $ S4' 
hence q t does not vanish identically on Pl. For y and ty from St n A 
the secant L joining y and ty is t-invariant, Lcj:.Pt. So L meets PI, 
hence Po ELand LC{xo=O}. In this way one proves St n AcC, i.e., qt 
is singular at points of C. 

This proves the assertion for all t E T(A) except for t E T(St'®2). But 
for them it follows by continuity. 

The 3-spaces in K4 cut out on KV the pencil lEI. So the union 
E U E' of any two such curves is a hyperplane section of KV. This proves 
degE=4. 0 

Because of q~=q~'+x~, a quadric "L.it jq1 is singular at x" E Pt if 
and only if "L.i tjq~ is singular at the two points (x", ±x7, ±xs) over it. It 
follows that the map I---*E, induced from A---*KmAv is the same map 
that sends x" E I to the unique quadric in Pg(qi', ... , q~') singular at x" 
("generalized Gau13 map" in [M5]). As long as E is smooth, it is the 
intersection of four quadratic cones in Pg. Three of them are Ki, K~, Kf. 
The fourth one, K~, is distinguished by its absence. 

The double cover D---*E is ramified at the four nodes of KV contained 
in E, i.e., at the four points {PI' ... , P4}=EnS4 • Any double cover of 
E ramified over the four points of a plane section is determined by these 
four points and a class fiJ E Pic(E) with fiJ®2=(17E(1). There are four such 
classes fiJi corresponding to the four cones K~, ... , Kf: The linear series 
I fiJi I is cut out on E by the ruling of the cone K~. The following is easy 
to guess: 

(5.4) Lemma. The double cover 7r: D---*E corresponds to the absent 
cone K~. 

Proof If PI' ... , P4 E D are the points over PH ... , P4 E E, then 
the class fiJi defining the covering is distinguished by 7r* fiJ,::: (17 n(PI + ... 
+P4)=wn. For i=l, 2, 3 the linear series 7r*1 fiJi I on D is cut out by the 
pullbacks to AV of the ruling solids in Ki. The linear system IDI is the 
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pullback to AV of the ruling of K 4• It follows that the rulings of the K i , 

i=l, 2, 3, pull back to AV as the linear systems ItiDI where ti E T2(AV) 
does not belong to T(I!JAv(D)). Hence we have I!JA v (tiD) =1= I!JA v (D). So 
hO(I!JAv(D-t;D))=O and by Riemann Roch h\I!JAv(D-tiD)) =0. This 
implies hO(I!JD(D-t;D)) =0, i.e., I!JD(t;D) is not isomorphic to (J)D~I!JD(D). 

o 
Diagram 3 summarizes all the varieties and maps we are considering. 

2:1 r=16 

'" KmA =Q~' n Q~' n Q~/_- ~ KmAVCP5(QI' ... , Q6) 

/' /' /' 
4: 1 

I ------r-=-O---~~ECPSCQ~, ... , Q~) 

/' 
{PI' ... , P4}CP2(Q~/, Q~/, Q~/) 

Diagram 3: the characters in the play 

In [H] Haine considers exactly this situation: He starts with the 
elliptic curve Ie P5 and its associated curve E C P3• He writes I: Ql = ... 
=Q4=0 and defines Ac by QI =CIX~, ... , Q4=C4X~, The coefficients Ci 

determine the plane L:i Cit; =0 in P3 (our plane S4) which meets E in four 
points. Forming explicitly the double cover D-+E he proves by comput
ing the period matrices: 

(5.5) Haine's Theorem. There is an isomorphism of A with 
Prym(D/E). 

This assertion is clear in our setup, because by (1.12) Prym(D/E) is 
dual to AV, the surface containing D. We have however an explicit 
geometric description of this isomorphism: The points P E D parametrize 
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the pencils of P5'S contained in the quadrics Qt=>A. Each pencil cuts out 
some class (!}A(tD). Mapping P to this class we obtain a map D-+AV (of 
course our embedding DcAV) inducing a map PicO(D)cAv. Dualizing 
this map one obtains the identification A-+Prym (D/E) cPicO(D). 

§ 6. Comments 

(6.1) If a parameter J.) f1 j takes one of the 6 values 0, 00, ± 1, ± i, 
by Sections 4.1 and 2.3 the surface A is isogenous to a productl and 12'1 
contains a curve E+F of type c) in Table (1.2). This may happen three 
times, e.g. ).1/f11=0, ).z/f1z=l, ).3/f13=i and r*O. This corresponds to six 
distinguished abelian surfaces. Under the symmetries from Section 3.1 
all six surfaces are equivalent. By some tedious computations I checked 
that the surface is Ei X Ei with Ei = C/(Z + iZ). A polarization of type 
(1,2) is given on this surface e.g. by E+F, E diagonal, F=graph of 
multiplication by i. 

(6.2) It seems to be the general philosophy that the coordinates of 
the theta-null values give the moduli. After a question of H. Morikawa I 
did the simple computations in Section 3.4 and found to my own surprise 
that these coordinates (up to some ambiguity due to the symplectic 
automorphisms of T(2, 4) and the monodromy acting on the 2-torsion 
points) are the parameters )'j/f1j for the dual surface AV. This must have 
some reason, but I do not know it. 

(6.3) The degenerate surfaces appearing in the family can be con
sidered a little more closely than it is done in Section 3.2. The ruled 
surface appearing as the general degeneration should be the compactifica
tion of a quasi-abelian surface which is a C*-bundle over the elliptic base 
curve E. Such surfaces are parametrized by points in the group T(E). 
I expect the surface to be a "translation scroll", i.e., after fixing a para
meter t E T(E) points x E E, x' E E' are joined if x' = ± tx. Unless t is a 
2-torsion element the surface then should be reducible. This is very 
similar to the degenerations of Horrocks-Mumford surfaces [HM] in P4, 

as computations of R. Moore seem to indicate. Also the surface which is 
broken into 8 quadrics is very similar to a degeneration in [HM]. One 
might expect under mild assumptions on a very ample polarization (of 
type (d1, dz» that the general degeneration always is a kind of translation 
scroll, which then further degenerates into a surface broken into d1 X d2 

quadrics. 
(6.4) The Kummer surfaces KmACP5 are intersections of three 

quadrics, but unlike in the principal polarization case they have 16 nodes 
and are not smooth. The most interesting surface Km(Ei XEi)cP5 

implicitly appears in [BH]. It is the modular surface S(4) embedded with 
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the linear system 1+ 2F. 
(6.5) Haine [H] uses totally different parameters: The modulus of 

the elliptic curve E =K~ n K~ n K~CPs with its level-4-structure and the 
equation of the plane S4CPS' I tried to transform these into my para
meters, but although it seems possible, the computations became too 
tedious. 

(6.6) The question was posed by van Moerbeke to classify all com
plete intersections in P 5 having as affine part the affine part of a smooth 
abelian surface. At present this is not known, and in this generality I do 
not see any approach. However in the examples [AM2] always three of 
the four equations come from the Kummer surface in P5• So under some 
additional assumptions perhaps a reasonable classification will be possible. 
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